
Back in the Autumn of 2016, Bonny decided that a presence at this event could provide 
the Chapter with a good opportunity to attract some new members, and at the same 
time raise funds for our charity—the Lincolnshire Emergency Blood Bikes Service 
(LEBBS). It would also provide another opportunity for Lyn to sell some of her 
merchandise / second hand / biker gear—something she does absolutely brilliantly at 
our Monthly meetings. Many frustrating emails with the organisers later, and a plan 
was set…. 

…. On a chilly Sunday morning—at 7.30 to be 
precise—a small, but perfectly formed, team of 
volunteers arrived and started to assemble our small 
pitch into a working area. The team comprised 
Bonny & myself, Wendy and Martin and Lyn aided by 
Russ.  

Also present was the wonderful Vince, one of our 
Chapter members, but 
also a Blood Bike 
volunteer who had come 
along with one of the 

official machines, a stunning Kawasaki in full dayglo colours. 

It was soon apparent however that the bike would take up 
almost all our available space, and so we moved it just 
outside a nearby entrance, which proved just as effective by 
virtue of the attention it drew as hundreds of people passed 
by it, and then wanted to know more. 

We had also borrowed LEBBS little mini- moto bike which, with its 
flashing emergency lights attracted the youngsters, many of whom 
had their pictures taken, and looking like future GP champions in 
the process. 

With the team boosted by the arrival of Marie, we all got stuck in, 
and after a long and tiring day, arms sore from ’holding’ the 
buckets and stunned by the number of people we had contact with, 
we packed away our little stand and headed home.  

 

And look who stopped by while we were there!..... 

Later at the monthly meeting we broke open our collecting buckets 
and with the help of  Marie, Marion, Russ, Lyn and Debs counting 
all of those thousands of coins—plus some notes!!—were thrilled to 
find we had collected £842 for our charity from the always 
generous biker community. 

With sales from our second-hand gear by Lyn on the day added in, 
our total take on the day was just over a £1000 which was a great 
effort by all those involved, and a special well done to Bonny, your Activities officer, 
who made it all work!! 

Steve Wallis 



Well, what a wonderful turnout including Lindum Chapter members, their 
families, Sherwood Chapter members, and Paul and 
Lisa Bagwell from LEBBS … a total of nearly 60 
people! 

We even had Radio Lincolnshire popping in the collect 
a clue for their Pirate gold radio show, giving an 

opportunity for a little self 
promotion for the Chapter and 
LEBBS. 

Andy and his staff at Frankie & Benny's were brilliant, 
and we will definitely be there again next year! 

Everyone was again very generous with the Raffle, 
which raised £83.68 for our 

charity, LEBBS. 

Vince had his breakfast paid for, 
after a collection from everyone 
there ,as he was the only one on a 
Motorcycle ….well done Vince for 
coming on your LEBBS bike on 
such a wet, miserable day! 

I can't tell you how happy I am at the 
turnouts to Our Chapter events, so all I 
have to say is a BIG THANK YOU to 
everyone. 

Bonny 


